
FAD4
The following rules can be used for any situation, 
where some or all of a force needs to be controlled by 
the rules. Examples include solo play, same-side play 
where the players are fighting a neutral opponent, allied 
forces etc.

These rules will provide a guideline to how an 
uncontrolled force acts, and pursues its objectives. 
They will still require a certain level of fairness from 
the players side, due to the vast possibilities that can 
occur on the gaming table.

Groups:
A force should be divided into a number of groups. Each 
group may comprise any number of units that have a 
shared objective. A group could consist of as little as a 
single unit. It is not recommended that a group exceeds 
a platoon. 

On the table, each unit in the group is treated normally 
for all gaming purposes. The group is only used within 
the Uncontrolled forces rules decribed here.

Approach:
Each group will have an Approach selected before the 
game starts. There are four options:

Target: The group will move to destroy or occupy a 
specified objective. This could be an enemy unit, terrain 
feature, objective, building etc.

Engage: The group is tasked with locating, engaging 
and destroying enemy forces.

Hold: The group is designated an area to defend, and 
will attempt to hold it.

Fall Back: The group is retreating to a designated 
rallying point.

Each group should have a rallying point indicated 
as well, regardless of its Approach. This may be the 
same for the entire army, or could be separate for each 
group.

Discipline:
Each group is given a discipline rating, to indicate 
their willingness to follow the given orders. This may 
correlate to quality but does not have to. It is more a 
reflection of their commanders dedication to a specific 
objective, the artificial player as it were.  This discipline 
will range from 2+ to 5+, just like Quality does.

Discipline test:
At the beginning of each turn, before any activations 
take place, each group should test its discipline, by 
rolling 3 dice, and comparing to its Discipline score. 
This functions exactly like a morale test.

If 2 or all 3 dice are passed, the group will carry out its 
current orders this turn. Test again next turn.  If only 1 
die pass, the commander is temporarily uncertain of the 
situation. The group will hold its current position this 
turn. Units capable of improving their defensive position 
in one move will move to do so, either by seeking cover 
or moving out of LOS. Test again next turn.

If all dice fail, the commander has determined that 
his objective is unsustainable, and the group will at 
full speed towards the nearest defensible position. 
No further tests are taken until the group reaches this 
position. 

Individual units are still subject to all normal rules 
that may apply, including Command response, morale, 
under fire etc.  This may cause some units to be unable 
to comply with the overall direction they have been 
given.

Target:
A group with the Target approach will move at combat 
speeds, attacking enemies that are between it and its 
objective, or occupying the objective.  Enemies outside 
those parameters will be attacked only in response to 
fire directed at the group.

If no eligible targets are available, the group will 
move at its fastest possible rate, but will retain a group 
formation. Units in the group should not be dispersed 
more than 8” between each group, under normal 
circumstances.
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The group will close assault units occupying its 
objective. Intervening enemies will be assaulted if the 
unit has at least equal assault factor.

Engage:
A group that is engaging will move at combat speeds, 
attacking enemies as they present themselves. If enemies 
are visible, the units will move only to improve their 
defensive positions.   If no enemies are present, the 
unit will advance at combat speeds, either towards the 
center of the enemy table edge, or towards the nearest 
terrain feature that lies to their front.  Units will only be 
assaulted if the unit has at least equal assault factor.

Hold:
The group will occupy its designated position, only 
moving to maintain or reoccupy that position.

The units will fire at enemies that are moving towards 
or attacking the position. It will assault only to reclaim 
the position if lost.

Fall back:
The group will move at full speed towards its rallying 
point, attempting to move as defensively as possible.  
If fired upon, units will slow down to combat speed, 
in order to return fire while moving.  Units will not 
assault, unless their escape is cut off.

Aborting the mission:
Once half a group has become casualties, the Discipline 
will drop one rating (though never worse than 5+). This 
reflects the commanders loss of confidence that he has 
enough men left to complete the mission. 
 

Scenario Generation
The following rules allow players to set up a non-player 
force as part of the advanced scenario generation process. 
 
The usual process is still followed with the following 
amendments for the non-player force.
 
Select Stance and Attitude
The stance and attitude for the non-player force can 
be chosen to suit the game being played or determined 
randomly:
 

Stance
1-2 3-4 5-6
Offensive Neutral Defensive

  
Attitude
1-2 3-4 5-6
Aggressive Cautious Passive

 
Determine Recon
Non-player forces with a Defensive stance and Passive 
attitude will not deploy any additional recon forces

Otherwise any units in the non-player force with the 
Recon or Infiltrate Traits will automatically be assigned 
to recon duties. In addition, Forces with an aggressive 
stance roll for each platoon; on a 5+ one squad from 
that platoon is also assigned to recon.
 
Set-up Terrain
Terrain is set up in any agreeable fashion as usual. A 
D6 is rolled for the non-player force, and Recon Points 
added as normal. However if the non-player force wins 
the roll, the player deploys on a random table edge. 
Objective markers are then deployed as normal.
 
Determine Missions
This is done as normal except that the non-player force 
does not assign any bonuses.
 
Deploy Contact Markers
Real and dummy markers are assigned as normal. Those 
for the non-player force should be shuffled blind. When 
placing markers roll a D6 for the no-player force:
 
1-2 Dispersed – no marker may be closer than 6” 

to another
3-4 No restrictions
5-6 Concentrated – no marker may be more than 

12” from another.
 
Spend Recon Points
Each time the player spends a RP roll a D6, on a 4+ the 
non-player force will spend an available Recon Point to 
try and block it.


